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Biographical Notes
• Prior to America (1921-1948)

o Hangin family of the Plain White Banner of the Taipus Left-Wing
Herd, Tsakhar, later became the Taipus Left Wing Banner
o Father Fullehengge (1897-1936) and mother Galindari (18992001)
o Grandfather Samtanlhungrub (Sa Amban, 1878-1932)
o one of four siblings, born May 10, 1921 two sisters, Saichungga
and Buudai and one brother who died at an early age
o wife Sarangerel (b. 1923), 3 children (sons Erdene-uul, Erkhimbatu,
daughter Gereltei)
o at an early age, studied Chinese, Mongol and Manchu
o Japan 1937, prep school, 1938 persuaded by Wu Ho-Ling to enter
the school of Forestry, Hokkaido University, returned to SM
December 1941
o Taught at Mongolian Reconstruction school at Chiang jia-kou
(Kalgan), Girls’ School in Sili-yin Gol
o Appointed to Office of the President’s Secretariat in 1944, daily
affairs of Prince De, witnessed the demise of the Japanese
occupation and the turmoil of 1945-46
o 1948 Travelled to America

Biographical Notes
• America (1948-1989)
o 1948-53 Research Fellow, Mongol Project, Johns Hopkins University
o 1953-64 Instructorships, Washington DC, Columbia
• MA Columbia University
o 1961 Founding of the Mongolia Society (www.MongoliaSociety.org)
o 1962 Mongolia Society Newsletter
o 1965 Mongolia Society Bulletin
o 1974 Mongolian Studies Journal (Volume 32 in 2010)
o 1961 Mongolia admitted to United Nations
o 1964-1989 Indiana University
• 1967 First trip to Mongolia
• 1970 PhD
• 1972 -73 Visiting Scholar Bonn University
• 1979-1983 – Sabaaticals, Visiting Scholar (Tenri, Tokyo Japan)
o 1987 Visited his roots in Southern Mongolia
o 1987 US-Mongolia diplomatic relations established
o 1987 Mongol-American Cultural Association (www.MACA-usa.org)
• First Chinggis Khaan Memorial Ceremony by Mongols in the US
o 1989 Research grant, Dictionary project, Ulaanbaatar

Scholarship
• 15 Books
o
o
o
o
o

1956 A Mongol Reader (with William Austin, Urgunge Onon)
1968 Basic course in Mongolian
1970 Concise English-Mongolian dictionary
1973 Mongolian English Dictionary (with F. Lessing and others)
1986 Modern Mongolian-English dictionary

• 25 Journal articles
o Mongolian Studies, Central Asiatic Journal, Journal of the American
Oriental Society, various Proceedings

• 4 Reviews
• 12 Conferences 1967-1987
o 1973 International Symposium in Ulaanbaatar

• Numerous Lectures, Presentations US and Japan
• Numerous Grants and Fellowships
o 1967 grant to visit Mongolia (travelled frquently to Mongolia after this)
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1987, 1988,1989
U.S. AND MONGOLIA IN
CEREMONY ESTABLISHING
DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
By RICHARD HALLORAN, Special to the New York Times
Published: January 28, 1987

WASHINGTON, Jan. 27— The United States and Mongolia established diplomatic
relations today.
Secretary of State George P. Shultz and the chief United Nations representative of Mongolia,
Gendengiin Nyamdoo, signed the documents in a brief ceremony in the Treaty Room in the
State Department this afternoon, culminating an off-and-on negotiation dating back at least
15 years.

Ulanhu, 82, a Mongol Who Rose To
High Posts in Beijing, Is Dead
AP
Published: December 9, 1988
BEIJING, Dec. 8— Ulanhu, a former deputy chairman of the Chinese National People's
Congress who fought for Mongolian rights during his long political career, died today, the
official New China News Agency said. He was 82 years old.

Owen Lattimore, Far East Scholar
Accused by McCarthy, Dies at 88
By ERIC PACE
Published: June 1, 1989
Owen Lattimore, a Far East scholar who was a principal target of Senator Joseph R.
McCarthy in the 1950's, died in his sleep early yesterday at Miriam Hospital in Providence,
R.I., relatives said. He was 88 years old and lived in Pawtucket, R.I.

J. G. Hangin, 68, Professor,
Dies (NY Ttimes October 19, 1989)
John Gombojab Hangin, a university
professor in the United States and an
expert on Mongolian language and
culture, died of heart disease Oct. 9 in
Ulan Bator, the capital of Mongolia, where
he was doing research. He was 68 years
old and lived in Bloomington, Ind.
Dr. Hangin, who was born in Chakhar,
Inner Mongolia, in 1921, studied at
Hokkaido Imperial University and later
earned a Ph.D. from Indiana University.
He was a representative in the National
Assembly of the Republic of China in 1947
and came to the United States after the
Communist Government took power in
1949.
He was one of a handful of Mongols living
in the United States and for years served
as the main channel for the exchange of
information between American officials
and scholars and their counterparts in
Mongolia. His efforts helped to lay the
groundwork for recognition of the
Mongolian People's Republic by the
United Nations in 1961 and American
recognition in 1987.
He was the founder of the Mongolia
Society and was a professor of Uralic and
Altaic languages at Indiana University. He
had joined the faculty there in 1964, after
teaching at Columbia and Georgetown
universities, and the University of
California at Berkeley.
Dr. Hangin complied several EnglishMongolian dictionaries and wrote several
Mongolian language textbooks and a
Mongolian reader.

Gho Bagsh 25 years later
• Gho Bagsh lived in “interesting” times, full of
turbulence, challenges, defeats, but victories as
well
o His work and achievements have consequences that are still
vibrant, strong and impactful today, 25 years later.

• Gombojab’ s legacy
o Beliefs and Values
o Scholarly productivity, impact on the next generation of scholars
o Achievements of lasting value
• Mongolia Society
• J. of Mongolian Studies, numerous publications • Mongol-American Cultural Association
o 1999 Chinggis Khaan Symposium in memory of GH
o 2013 – 26th Chinggis Khaan memorial ceremony
• US-Mongolia academic, cultural, diplomatic ties

Pictures

Chinggeltu, Saichungga, Amursanaa, Lo Bagsh, Tsorj Lama

First Chinggis Khaan Memorial Ceremony 1987

Grave and Monument

Žanggiy-a (The Knot)
by Gombojab Hangin (Spring 1989)
While yet a simple and innocent child,
With love and hope in abundance,
My dad and mom tied an invisible knot to me,
Tied so I couldn’t be free of it,
Placed on me and connected to my life.
At the age of ten,
In an unruly and silly mood,
I tried with all my might,
This invisible but obvious knot,
That thing I thought represented all that is ugly,
to escape its hold.
Trying to deny it, it kept becoming more obvious,
Trying to conceal it, it kept reappearing,
Trying to loosen its hold, it kept on tightening,
What a powerful knot this is!
Pressing into my flesh and bones,
Its hold unyielding no matter what I do!

Zangiy-a (The Knot)
by Gombojab Hangin (Spring 1989)
At the age of twenty, in my youthfulness,
In a distant foreign land,
This knot that cannot move far from me,
Tearing it, it tears not,
Striking it, it frays not,
Covering it, it would not be covered.
Distinguished gentlemen encouraged it,
Even down to dogs, recognizing it, barked,
My sweetheart would make it firmer,
Enemies and the like made fun of it,
Even in its invisibility, it grew larger,
This too unyielding knot!
Then at thirty a three-fold change,
As it bound even my legs,
Provided energy when I was under duress,
Provided solace when my heart was troubled,
Provided courage when fear approached,
This very knot has become my companion.

Zangiy-a (The Knot)
by Gombojab Hangin (Spring 1989)
At the age of forty, robust as I was,
I travelled four continents,
I tasted exotic foods,
I experienced pleasures of all kinds,
I immersed myself in learning and science,
I enjoyed independence and freedom.
Yet day and night for 24 hours,
This knot which never leaves me,
I’m caught in its constant grasp,
Even during celebration and joy,
Even when confronted by sadness or depression,
It does not abandon my thoughts.
Even while pacing down a boulevard,
Even going to a square of shops,
Even having arrived at a place of various foods ,
Even while traversing a garden park,
Even though this knot remains invisible,
My entire body is held in its grasp.

Zangiy-a (The Knot)
by Gombojab Hangin (Spring 1989)
At the age of fifty,
Still this knot cannot be undone,
Still as visible as if it were a tattoo or brand,
During waking hours, it does not leave
my consciousness,
During sleeping hours, it does not leave my dreams,
It has become the core of my being!
Attached to me by my dad and mom,
That which I cannot grasp and throw away,
What kind of amazing knot is this?
Without you I have no spiritual guardian!
Without you I have no spark of life!
Without you I have no existence!
Having passed the age of 60,
This knot has become my highest joy,
Inherited from my forefathers,
It is my father and mother’s loving blessing,
This knot bequeathed by destiny is at this age
the symbol of my soul!

Zangiy-a (The Knot)
by Gombojab Hangin (Spring 1989)
To describe this invisible knot,
It’s not an offering bolt or scarf
of silk knotted up,
It was not predestined by deities in the sky,
It was not granted by a holy grand lama,
It’s this single word ‘Mongol’ that
was witnessed and
Lovingly bestowed by the esteemed
hands of my parents!

